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According to the National Retail Federation, the holiday selling season continues to be an important time for sellers. 
In 2018, holiday sales grew 2.9 percent.1 

Planning for the season as early as possible is vital to success. The longer you wait to set new processes in motion, 
build your seasonal team, and order inventory, the more stressed you will be.

When it comes to the holidays, there’s a lot of planning involved. From accommodating mobile purchases to 
personalizing packages for more exciting customer experiences, adapting your strategy to the demands and behavior 
shifts of your customers is more important than ever before.

Let’s take a look at a few different steps you should take to ensure you and your team are ready to handle the busy 
holiday season.

1 “2018 holiday sales grew 2.9 percent…” National Retail Federation. Federation.

A few key numbers include:

• Online and other non-store sales were up 11.5 percent year over year at $146.8 billion
• Clothing and clothing accessories stores were up 4.2 percent year over year
• Health and personal care stores were up 2.6 percent year over year

The Holiday Season is Mission Critical for Businesses

mailto:sales%40goshippo.com?subject=Ultimate%20E-Commerce%20E-book
https://goshippo.com/holiday-shipping-central/
https://nrf.com/media-center/press-releases/2018-holiday-sales-grew-29-percent-amid-turmoil-over-trade-policy-and


3.7%

Holiday sales will
increase by 3.7% 

this year
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Retailers will need to plan for the 2019 holiday season to meet the high standards of consumers who expect delightful 
and easy shopping experiences. 

According to eMarketer, holiday spending is projected to grow by 3.7 percent to $1.035 trillion.2 Prepare for the increase 
in orders without losing sight of your bottom line, since the holiday rush often means extra business expenses, as well.

Having last year’s budget and expenses on hand during the planning 
process will help guide you in determining how much you might need 
this year. You can also make adjustments to your operations and holiday 
strategy if you know what went wrong or didn’t work the previous year. 

Additional holiday business expenses could include things like:

• Hiring extra help
• Ordering more product
• Outsourcing elements of order fulfillment
• Purchasing special holiday packaging

The bottom line: Realistic projections are the secret to success when it 
comes to prepping your business budget.

The first two things you want to do to prepare for the holidays are set a budget and prepare your inventory. You’ll want 
to start working on these two items well in advance of the holiday season, since they will have the biggest impact on 
the rest of your plans and, eventually, your sales.

Part 1: Plan Your Expenses & Inventory

Prepare for Holiday Business Expenses

2 “US 2018 Holiday Season Review and 2019 Preview.” eMarketer. 

mailto:sales%40goshippo.com?subject=Ultimate%20E-Commerce%20E-book
https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-2018-holiday-season-review-and-2019-preview
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Ordering inventory and upping stock early will give you peace of mind knowing that your product will be delivered and 
ready to sell when you want. Take last year’s numbers into account and assess what your highest selling items were 
(as well as what’s been successful this year) to determine how you should stock your inventory.

Begin this process as early as possible so you can ensure your inventory arrives on schedule. This will give you plenty 
of time to conduct quality control and confirm that everything is accounted for.

But bulking up your inventory doesn’t just mean your products. Account for other business materials such as shipping 
supplies, packaging, and anything else you need to make sure things go off without a hitch during the holidays.

Waiting until the last minute to order shipping supplies and stock your inventory can result in delays in delivery and 
order fulfillment once the season is in full swing. If you opt not to pre-order and go the dropshipping route, instead be 
sure to contact your supplier and confirm they can meet your needs with a quick turnaround time. The last thing you 
want is to leave your holiday shoppers hanging.

Up Your Inventory

mailto:sales%40goshippo.com?subject=Ultimate%20E-Commerce%20E-book
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Let’s dive a little deeper into inventory and how to 
effectively manage it during the holiday season.

Before you begin ordering items, be sure to go through 
your existing inventory and update your list. This will 
ensure you don’t order too much product or order the 
wrong items.

How much product should you pre-order? 
Taking a look at historical numbers in addition to this 
year’s current sales is a great way to gauge how much 
you’ll need. Is a particular product selling out faster than 
you can stock it? Be sure to up your inventory for those 
hot items.

Once your orders have arrived, it’s time to organize your 
inventory. Having an organized, up-to-date inventory will 
confirm you have an accurate count of what is in stock. 
If you are an omni-channel seller, be sure to track your 

Manage Your Inventory

3 “38 Indispensable E-commerce stats to inform your 2017 multichannel sales strategy”. eSmart Insights.

inventory correctly across all channels such as Amazon 
and eBay. Did you know that omni-channel shoppers 
spend three times as much as single-channel shoppers?3 
Having an accurate count of your inventory across the 
board will ensure you can accommodate customers who 
use more than one channel for shopping.

After you’ve organized your existing inventory and 
pre-ordered your new items, it’s time to assess your 
warehouse operations:

• Is it time to scale up your warehouse? 
• Have you decreased inventory and need to scale 

back? 
• Are there any significant changes you need to make 

before the holiday season hits? 

Answering these questions and making adjustments 
early on will allow things to run smoothly and efficiently 
during the busiest time of the year.

mailto:sales%40goshippo.com?subject=Ultimate%20E-Commerce%20E-book
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/emarketer-projects-us-holiday-ecommerce-growth-of-153/5ab2c92aebd4000ac0a8acaa
https://www.smartinsights.com/ecommerce/ecommerce-strategy/37-indispensable-ecommerce-stats-to-inform-your-2017-strategy/
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As your to-do list grows, it’s important to think strategically about the support you’re getting to make sure that 
everything gets accomplished. Especially during the holiday season, that to-do list can feel neverending. Whether it’s 
hiring seasonal help or implementing new automated technologies, you’ll want to prepare your team and processes, 
so that you can keep up with increased demand during the holidays. 

Part 2: Optimize Your Time With
Seasonal Support & Tech Automations

Did you have a shortage of support last year? Do you already know you’ll need more this season? 

Having last year’s numbers on hand when evaluating your needs can go a long way. Once you determine if you need 
to bring in extra support, begin your hiring process as soon as you can. Don’t wait until the last minute to hire seasonal 
help; it’ll only cause more headache. 

Before your annual support walks through the door, make sure your onboarding process is fine-tuned and ready for 
deployment. This will cut down on the time it takes to train, which means your team can get started sooner. Having 
your entire team on the same page will assure nothing falls through the cracks and that you’re maximizing your time.

Hiring new help always involves a certain amount of risk, but with seasonal employees, your risk is only short term. If 
you’re working with a staffing agency, you can request a new candidate if things aren’t working out.

All talk of risk aside: hiring extra seasonal help has many benefits, including cost-efficiency and greater flexibility. Who 
knows—you might even find your next full-time hire!

Train Extra Help Efficiently and Quickly

www.goshippo.comsales@goshippo.com
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An increased number of customers shopping for your products during the holiday season typically means an increased 
number of questions that must be answered promptly.

Having a reliable customer support system in place—especially during the chaos of the holidays —will not only ensure 
that your customers are happy, but it will also help you stick out from the competition.

But what makes a reliable customer support team? 

If your company typically sees a high volume of questions or customer messages (regardless of medium) that need to 
be addressed, be sure that you have enough team members to accommodate. If you have a small customer service 
team, consider bringing in some outside help for the holidays. 

To meet the needs and schedules of all your customers, launch omni-channel customer service options including 
chatbots, phone, social media, or email. Having a strong customer service team in place will make things smoother 
for both your team and your customers.

Strengthen Your Customer Support

mailto:sales%40goshippo.com?subject=Ultimate%20E-Commerce%20E-book
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What if we told you that you could cut back on the number of tasks on your to-do list during the holiday season?

Automating certain parts of your business can free up valuable time and help you be more productive. Tedious, time-
consuming tasks are a thing of the past with the help of automation. 

Did you know that customers who shop online abandon their cart 68 percent of the time?4 Automating cart abandonment 
emails can be an effective way to re-engage with those customers and encourage them to go through with their 
purchase—without requiring you to lift a finger.

But automation’s power doesn’t stop there. Much like packaging, holiday emails are your company’s chance to shine 
through the clutter. Take ModCloth for example:

During the holiday season, the eclectic women’s clothing retailer 
sent out a series of colorful, smart emails complete with seasonally-
themed gifs. The email is eye-catching and includes multiple calls-to-
action to entice readers to shop. 

Whether you’re sending sales emails and promo codes to customers, 
or re-engagement emails to customers who have abandoned their 
carts, automation will save you stress and support your bottom line 
simultaneously.

With the right tools and software, implementing these time-saving 
efforts can make a major impact on the efficiency of your operation. 
In addition to marketing campaigns, you can also use automation 
to streamline tasks to transfer data from service to service, to print 
shipping labels, and to keep your inventory current. 

Shippo does all of that for you and then some. With Shippo, you 
can compare shipping rates and automate communications with your 
customers. When it comes to the holiday season, you want to have 
a shipping solution that will integrate seamlessly with your current 
process so you can avoid having to enter data manually.

Automate Your Business

4 “40 Cart Abandonment Rate Statistics”. Baymard Institute. 

mailto:sales%40goshippo.com?subject=Ultimate%20E-Commerce%20E-book
https://marketingsherpa.com/article/chart/how-customers-want-promo-emails
https://baymard.com/lists/cart-abandonment-rate
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Shipping plays a major part in the e-commerce experience. In fact, customer satisfaction revolves around shipping. 
For example, are you offering free shipping? Did the package arrive in a timely manner? The answers to these 
questions can make or break the customer experience. Here are our tips for prepping your shipping strategies and 
processes for holiday orders.

Part 3: Streamline & Specialize Your Shipping

Online shopping continues to be a force when it comes to consumer spending during the holidays.

Because of this, it’s important to stand out from the piles of boxed online orders by offering unique packaging. The 
goal is to adopt something that is simple and practical, yet eye-catching. 

For example: Ipsy does an excellent job of standing out from boring boxes with their shimmery pink bubble mailers. 
This is an easy way to highlight the uniqueness of their brand while still using the affordable, effective medium of 
bubble mailers. Hims does an excellent job with their packaging, as well. The men’s personal wellness company 
created an unboxing experience that is simple, true to their brand, and delightful for customers.

Stand Out From the Crowd with Your Packaging

mailto:sales%40goshippo.com?subject=Ultimate%20E-Commerce%20E-book
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The packaging itself is simple; a neutral color scheme 
accompanied by clean fonts, which translates to a 
refined, no-frills brand. Unlike Ipsy, Hims packaging 
stands out because it walks the fine line between 
ordinary and intriguing; no flashy colors or designs 
needed to be noticed. The simplicity of the brand is 
what makes the experience feel exclusive.

Keep in mind that when it comes to packaging, be sure 
to opt for something that won’t disrupt your logistics, 
drive up your spending, or confuse your customers. 
You want to delight customers without having to hike 
up your prices.

Did you know that shipping confirmation emails are opened 1.5 times on average?5 These emails are a critical 
moment to communicate with your customer and foster loyalty for repeat purchases. 

When you do send these emails, include a link to the order tracking page, since emails with links have two times the 
click rate than confirmation emails without them.6 And consider including your brand name in the subject line, since 
that has a 7 percent increase in unique open rates compared to emails without it.

Smart retailers will also include logos and other relevant opportunities when they email the tracking information in 
order to continue the experience and build brand loyalty. For example, click-to-open rates are 16 percent higher for 
confirmation emails that include invitations to join loyalty programs.7

Shipping confirmation emails are some of the most popular communications between a business and consumer. Test 
the above tips for yourself to see if they boost your post-purchase customer engagement.

Take Advantage of Order & Shipping Confirmation Emails

6 “The transactional email report”. Experian.

5 “Transactional email report”. Experian. 

7 “Quarterly email benchmark report”. Experian.

Shipping confirmation 
emails are opened
1.5x on average.

mailto:sales%40goshippo.com?subject=Ultimate%20E-Commerce%20E-book
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https://www.experian.com/assets/marketing-services/white-papers/email-marketing-quarterly-benchmark-study-q3-2013.pdf
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Every year, the carriers announce their upcoming holiday shipping deadlines. These deadlines are the last days you 
can ship using a particular service level in order for the package to arrive in time for Christmas. 

Make sure you’re aware of these dates and that you’re sharing them with customers. You can also use them as an 
opportunity to run a promotion, offering a deal on expedited shipping services to ensure packages arrive on time 
and customers are satisfied. Covering expedited shipping can increase sales after the carriers’ guaranteed holiday 
delivery dates have passed for Ground packages.

Note the Carriers’ Holiday Shipping Deadlines

mailto:sales%40goshippo.com?subject=Ultimate%20E-Commerce%20E-book
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Free shipping is unavoidable in the e-commerce industry: nine out of 10 people said free shipping was the No. 1 
incentive when asked what would make them shop online more often.8

The good news is that there are a few ways you can offer free shipping so that you can choose an option that won’t 
break the bank and feels right for your business. Here are three methods for offering free shipping. 

Run Free Shipping Promotions

The Purchase Value Threshold
A free shipping threshold means that if a customer 
spends a certain amount at your store, they’ll qualify 
for free shipping. A good rule of thumb is to choose a 
threshold slightly above the average purchase value. 
For example, if customers typically buy a $20 T-shirt 
from you, price your free shipping threshold at $25 or 
$30 to encourage larger purchases. The proof is in the 
purchases: 48 percent of people will add items to a cart 
to qualify for free shipping.9

The Featured Product
You can offer free shipping for any orders that include 
a certain product. For example, if a customer adds a 
perfume to their beauty purchase, they’ll qualify for free 
shipping. This can help you get rid of old stock to clear out 
space for new products, get a new product in front of more 
customers, or encourage the purchase of a higher margin 
product to help subsidize the cost of shipping. You’ll likely 
want to choose a product that ships for a low cost or will fit 
easily in packaging with most other products.  

The Rewards Program
You can use free shipping to incentivize repeat, loyal 
customers. Give rewards members special perks, 
including access to free shipping promo codes seasonally. 
Add these members to an email list to help you drive 
customers back to your site for secondary purchases. 
You can even consider including discounts or shipping 
promos for future purchases in the tracking page you send 
customers with tracking information for their upcoming 
delivery. A rewards program will help you build a deeper, 
long-lasting relationship with customers that will allow you 
to increase ROI and cover the cost of shipping.  

of people will add items to a cart 
to qualify for free shipping

48%

9 out of 10
consumers said free shipping 
was the No. 1 incentive when 
asked what would make them 
shop online more. 

9 “Actions Taken By Digital Shoppers…” Statista.

8 “The Future of Retail 2018.” Walker Sands Communications. 

mailto:sales%40goshippo.com?subject=Ultimate%20E-Commerce%20E-book
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While it may seem sufficient to lean on only one shipping carrier for all of your fulfillment needs, it can end up being 
detrimental to your business. 

Smart retailers will lean on different carriers for different package needs. But if you’re only integrated with one 
carrier, the process becomes a cumbersome multi-step approach to ship a single package as you leave your 
workflow to create a shipping label. 

It can be costly for retailers: the slower process is much more susceptible to human error in entering package 
information and comparing rates. Plus, if your carrier of choice experiences delivery delays or other unforeseen 
complications, your entire shipping operation shuts down.

There’s no question that the holiday season is a stressful time for e-commerce companies, but it doesn’t have to be. 
As technology advances and consumers become more connected to brands, the demand for instant access and 
quick turnaround is becoming the norm.

With the right preparation and tools in place, and this e-book in your toolbelt, you’re well on your way to having a 
successful, seamless holiday selling and shipping experience. 

Consider a Multi-carrier Shipping Approach

This Upcoming Holiday Season? Consider it Handled

www.goshippo.comsales@goshippo.com
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From automation to hiring additional help, there are many ways you can streamline your processes and make things 
easier during the holidays. Shippo, for example, streamlines your shipping process, so you can focus on what you do 
best. Shippo helps you:

Why Shippo?

Connect with multiple carriers. Shippo supports a 
network of 55+ global carriers all in one place, including 
USPS, FedEx, UPS, and DHL. 

Save on shipping. Access discounted rates for USPS, 
DHL, UPS, FedEx, and more. 

Compare rates in real time. Shippo’s easy-to-use 
dashboard provides real-time rate comparisons, so you 
can choose the best service level for every package. 

Integrate with your e-commerce platform. Save time 
by syncing orders and tracking information with Shopify, 
Wix, Weebly, GoDaddy, and your other platforms of 
choice.  

Validate addresses. Avoid failed deliveries by using our 
built-in global address validation.
 
Offer hassle-free returns. Improve the customer 
experience by seamlessly printing prepaid or pay-on-
use return labels. 

Customize the user experience. Choose from a 
variety of packing slips and label formats, plus add 
your branding to your tracking pages and shipping 
confirmation emails.
 
Ship internationally. Shippo will pre-fill customs forms 
to expedite the label generation process. 

Print labels in batch. Create and print multiple 
shipping labels at once to save you time and manual 
data entry. 

Create daily manifests and SCAN forms. Easily fulfill 
carrier requirements by automatically populating the 
forms needed.  

Analyze your shipping data. Access an at-a-glance 
view of your shipping spend and efficiency.

mailto:sales%40goshippo.com?subject=Ultimate%20E-Commerce%20E-book
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Take Shippo for a test drive via its Pay As You Go plan, where you simply pay a 

five cents per-label fee, or a 30-day free trial of its Professional Plan, with more 

customizable options to fit your business. 

Visit www.goshippo.com/pricing/ to learn more. 

Need help with your holiday shipping?

Try Shippo for Free!

mailto:sales%40goshippo.com?subject=Ultimate%20E-Commerce%20E-book
http://www.goshippo.com/pricing/

